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Using synthetic biology to generate hyper-stable vaccines
Polypeptide vaccines eﬀectively activate human T
cells but suﬀer from poor biological stability, which
confines both transport logistics and in vivo therapeutic activity. Synthetic biology has the potential to
address these limitations through the generation of
highly stable antigenic “mimics” using subunits that
do not exist in the natural world. We developed a
platform based on non-natural chemistry and used
this platform to reverse engineer entirely artificial T
cell agonists that immunogenicity more than 5-fold of
their natural blueprints. This non-natural chemistry is
highly stable in human serum and gastric acid. In
vitro, these synthetic agonists expanded antigen-specific responses against multiple epitopes across multiple viruses. In vivo, synthetic vaccinated mice were
protected from lethal challenge. Moreover, the
synthetic agonists were immunogenic after oral
administration. We have since expanded this technology to other human viruses, including SARS-CoV-2.
These proof-of-concept studies highlight the power of
synthetic biology to expand the horizons of vaccine
design and therapeutic delivery. Is providing 180
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refugees with lower limb amputation is seeking to
collect and analysis of information provides a
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focus group discussions that includes quantity and
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among all refugees eligible for services by the Government of Turkey, the center is providing 180 prosthetic
devices to refugees with lower limb amputations with
capacity of 12 devices. Nearly 90% of the beneficiaries
are warrelated injuries, out of them 10% are females.
Post rehabilitation impact on Syrian refugees with
lower limb amputation is seeking to collect and analysis of information provides a gathered from the beneficiaries through surveys and focus group discussions
that includes quantity and quality indicators that aim
to monitor the functional improvements by using
functional independence measure and amputee
mobility predictor during assessment, discharge and
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among all refugees eligible for services by the
Government of Turkey, the center is providing 180
prosthetic devices to refugees with lower limb amputations with capacity of 12 devices. Nearly 90% of the
beneficiaries are warrelated injuries, out of them 10%
are females. Post rehabilitation impact on Syrian
refugees with lower limb amputation is seeking to
collect and analysis of information provides a
gathered from the beneficiaries through surveys and
focus group discussions that includes quantity and
quality indicators that aim to monitor the functional
improvements by using functional independence
measure and amputee mobility predictor during
assessment, discharge and follow up session after 45
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